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either a major or a minor seventh). According to Sharp, the
different modes have been derived from the pentatonic scales
through the variety of ways in which the gaps could be filled.
If the mediate notes Efl and BH are inserted into the first of
the pentatonic scales given above, then we have the Ionian
mode; if ES and Bb then Mixolydian; if E* and Bb the Dorian
and so on with the other pentatonic scales. Even when the
modes had been developed, "the mediate sounds remained
'weak' and were employed only as auxiliary notes or con-
necting links, rather than structural or cadential notes, so
that the gaps, though covered up, were not concealed".11
The modes found in folkmusic are rarely complete and
do not fit into the regular Gregorian system. Among tunes
classified under a given mode, there are a great many varieties
of melodic structure, depending on the gaps left in the scale
and on the basic notes stressed. Despite this variety, all
folksongs agree in having a simple melodic structure with
a limited number of notes and clearly defined intervals.
The modes, with their underlying pentatonic system are not
simply archaic relics but have an essential function in non-
accompanied, non-harmonic music. They provide the singer
with a set of fixed points around which the melody oscillates,
and with a set of routes by which he may return to the tonic
from any note ofk the melody. They give the folksinger the
support which harmony gives to the singer of modern "art"
music, and without them he would not be able to keep in key.12
Finally, it should be said that the gapped scales and modes
impose no handicap on melodic beauty and variety; as Sharp
says, even the pentatonic scales have almost infinite melodic
possibilities, and the best folksongs are constructed with a
surprising originality and grace.
The rhythmical structure of folkmusic is intimately con-
nected with the structure of ballad stanzas, and it therefore
requires some comment. The basic unit is the phrase, a sequence
of notes making up a melodic curve, and a strophe of folk-
music consists normally of four such phrases, corresponding
to the usual four-lined word stanza. Sharp thinks that the
strophe took this shape "under the controlling influence of

